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Abstract:
This investigation was conducted to investigate the influence different gymnastic mat
materials have on the kinetic, kinematic and variability of the lower extremity mechanics
during gymnastic landing movement. Three injury-free female gymnasts who had
familiarity with the dismount were asked to perform ten backward tucked somersault
dismounts off the beam onto three different mats (hard, medium and soft). Kinetic and
kinematic data were recorded during each performance. Overall, participants landing on
the soft mat experienced decreased vertical ground reaction forces. They also
experienced decreased amount of flexion at the ankle and increased flexion at the hip
when landing on the softer mats. The variability was high overall across all the mats,
except force variables for the soft mat and the minimum angles variability for the hard mat.
Therefore it was concluded that variability was highest within the medium mat and the
kinetic and kinematic variables were in the safest parameters within the softest mat which
could lead to a decrease in the overuse injury potential.

ii

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

1

1.0 Introduction
The objective for gymnastics is to perform each routine or skill whilst minimising technical
errors and the highest amount of artistic imprint (Miller, 2011). Females try to satisfy this
prerequisite across four pieces of apparatus: vault, asymmetric bars, floor exercise and
balance beam. The balance beam can prove a difficult piece for most gymnasts, as it is
performed on a surface only 10cm wide (Coulton,1988). Beam dismounts are vital within
the routine to showcase intricate technical moves while sticking the landing.

Within gymnastics, the majority of research studies have conducted into the assessment of
landings. Mechanical research has been conducted into landings due to the fact every
exercise in artistic gymnastics ends with a landing (Cuk and Marinsek, 2013). Previous
research has indicated that gymnasts can experience forces that exceed nine bodyweights
when landing (McNitt-Gray et al., 1993). Karacsony and Cuk, 2005 also supported this
finding, stating that acrobatic moves within the gymnastics created 13.9 multiples of
bodyweight vertical landing forces. The combination of the frequency of landings gymnasts
have to perform after every move coupled with the forces they experience are what can
often lead to lower extremity overuse injury.

Research into overuse injury potential of gymnastic landings have taken many different
avenues. Many previous studies have looked into various landing stratagies (McNitt-Gray
et al., 1993; McNitt-Gray et al., 1994 and Mills et al., 2009) including diverse heights
(McNitt-Gray, 1991; McNitt-Gray, 1993 and Seegmiller and McCaw, 2003), lower extremity
landing technique (DeVita and Skelly, 1992; Zhang et al., 2000 and Yeow et al., 2009) and
different mat material (Mills et al., 2006 and Pérez-Soriano et al., 2010).

The use of different mat materials within gymnastic landings is a relatively new aspect into
biomechanical research. Mills et al., 2010 found that the use of a soft landing mat reduces
external forces (for example vertical ground reaction force) which can help to reduce the
risk of stress fractures. Overall it has been found that the softer the mat has a higher
functional benefit as it’s got greater energy absorption (Perez-Soriano et al.,2010).
However with the vast knowledge within gymnastic landings, gymnasts are still
experiencing overuse injuries linked with landings. This expresses the need for a new
direction of biomechanical research to be developed.

2

Mechanical variability is not recent to biomechanics; however the view that it is beneficial
to performance and injury rather than being damaging is an advanced concept (Bartlett et
al., 2007). This concept was researched into by Heiderscheit (2000), he hypothesised that
mechanical variability within locomotion has a positive relationship with the decrease in
overuse injury. Gymnastic landings and mechanical variability are both related to overuse
injury. Therefore the aim of this study was to investigate the influence different gymnastic
mat materials have on the kinetic, kinematic and variability of the lower extremity
mechanics during gymnastic landing movement. The research objectives were to:
1) Assess the key kinetic and kinematic variables such as peak vertical ground
reaction force and minimum angles across the different mat conditions to see if this
influences overuse injury potential
2) Evaluate the variability of the landing movements across the different mat
conditions to see if this influences overuse injury potential
The overall purpose was to assess each of the landing mat conditions, using key
kinematic, kinetic variables and variability values to further the knowledge of overuse
injury potential of each mat condition and which mat can be deemed appropriate for
training to decrease overuse injuries. This study hypothesised that:
1) The softest mat will create more variability within the landings then the other two
mats.
2) The softest mat will hold the optimum force and angles to reduce injury in landings.

.
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
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2.1 Injury Perspective Within Gymnastics
2.1.1 Injury in Gymnastic Dismounts

Biomechanics should pursue injury prevention, given the increased and repetitive
biomechanical demands a gymnast receives (Preatoni et al., 2012).

Rapid and excessive impact forces experienced in landings have been associated with a
high number of lower extremity injuries (Devita & Skelly, 1992). It has been reported that
the lower extremity is the most injured, comprising of 54–70% of all injuries (Andrish, 1985;
Jensen, 1998; McAuley et al., 1987; Meeusen and Borms, 1992; Snook, 1979). Caine et
al., (1988), highlighted that 36% of all injuries sustained by gymnasts occurred during
dismount landings. Dismount landings comprises of an aerial phase and landing, where
the gymnasts loses contact with the apparatus or floor and then gain contact with the
landing surface (Gervais and Dunn, 2003).

The high level of injuries linked to the knee and lower extremities can be classified due to
the frequency and force produced from each landing. Gymnasts can be exposed to these
high vertical ground reaction forces which can exceed nine bodyweight (McNitt-Gray et al.,
1993) within landings in excess of 200 times a week (Ozguven and Berme, 1988).
Females involved in these high landing sports for example gymnastics are up to six times
more likely to sustain a serious knee injury than males (Hewett, 2000). The landing errors
observed by McNitt-Gray (2000) indicated that gymnasts have difficulty when attempting to
satisfy both safety and performance objectives.

Most biomechanical investigations of gymnastic-style impact landings have looked to
enhance insight into the mechanisms that can influence loading and the physical demands
incurred (Gittoes & Irwin, 2012). They have also tried to distinguish the differences
between gymnast landings compared with other athletes (McNitt-Gray, 1993; Seegmiller
and McCaw, 2003). Seegmiller and McCaw (2003) studied the differences between
gymnasts and recreational athletes landing forces. They concluded that drop landings
performed by female gymnasts exhibited higher peak vertical force magnitude 32.84±7.81
N/Kg than drop landings performed by female recreational athletes 24.00± 5.85 N/Kg. High
ground reaction forces experienced by gymnasts may contribute to the occurrence of
lower extremity injuries. McNitt-Gray (1993) contended with this study that gymnasts
exhibited higher ground reaction forces. McNitt-Gray (1993) stated that the greater stress
5

placed on the ankle and hip extensors by the gymnasts, as compared to the recreational
athletes, may be explained by the need to sustain balance during competitive gymnastics
landings. This contributed to the knowledge that gymnastic landings are of a high
importance when focusing on the forces experienced in the body and holds the greatest
overuse injury potential.

2.1.2 Landing Strategies in Gymnastic Landings

Landing strategy can be defined as how a gymnast lands in respect to their kinematic
patterns to satisfy a ‘stuck’ landing. Federation Internationale de Gymnastique (F.I.G) set
out strict rules in accordance to gymnastic landings which has changed the way gymnasts
may land. The gymnast must adhere to this criterion, such as landing without maximised
knee flexion to minimize score deduction (Gittoes et al., 2013). McNitt-Gray (1993) studied
the landing strategy of a gymnast, he found that gymnasts chose to use larger ankle and
hip extensor moments to satisfy higher impact velocities, which suggest they used less hip
and ankle flexion which created larger ground reaction forces. These high moments and
ground reaction forces can be a reason to increased lower extremity injuries. This lead
research to assess how to change landing strategies while still satisfying the F.I.G landing
parameters.

Mills et al., 2009 looked to determine landing strategies that minimise ground reaction
forces (GRF) and internal forces. They found that it is feasible for a gymnast to modify
their landing strategy in order to minimise internal forces and lower GRF. However,
changing landing strategy to reduce GRF as a foundation for a reduction in injury potential
may not be suitable since internal loading can increase. These findings had major
implications on the direction of future research and the way coaches examined safe
landing procedures. However research conducted needed to be brought into sport specific
environments, and landings needed to be tested on different mat materials.

2.1.3 Injury Through Gymnastic Mats

Landing mats that can experience a great amount of area deformation are now vital for the
safe completion of gymnastic landings (Mills et al., 2006). Arampatzis et al., (2002)
confirmed this by finding the functional benefit of using a softer mat is higher energy
absorption. Despite the use of landing mats, a high rate of injuries to the lower extremities
6

arises from performing dismounts in competitive gymnastics (Arampatzis et al., 2002; Mills
et al., 2006).

The interaction between a gymnast and the landing mat is crucial for maximising
performance. Most of the gymnast’s landings are from dismounts off apparatus in which a
mat would be used both in practise and competition. Therefore the gymnast will aim to
meet strict marking criteria when landing on a mat, marking criteria is set out by F.I.G
(2009) on landing which stipulates that the gymnast must land with a single foot
placement. From practise to competition it is known that gymnasts use progressively
harder mats. This lead to Mills et al., (2010) to look at the effect of different mats on
ground reaction forces and internal loading. They found that the optimisation of the landing
mat parameters was characterised by minimal changes to the landing mat’s stiffness
(<0.5%) but increased damping (20%). This decreased the peak external forces however it
increased internal loading of the gymnast when landing. This decrease of external forces
to the musculo-skeletal system could help to reduce the injury risk connected with landing
(McNitt-Gray, 2000). This was supported by Beck (1998) who stated that the major factor
associated with bone stress injuries was repeated mechanical loading. These findings
contributed to the knowledge of coaches and gymnasts in which mat to use to decrease
the forces experienced in the body and therefore holds the lowest injury potential.

2.2 Biomechanics of a Gymnast
2.2.1 Landing/Dismount Mechanics

Dismounting is a vital element in gymnastic beam routines and the mastering of
fundamental dismount skills has been considered advantageous in providing a foundation
for the progression of more complex skills (Takei, Nohara, & Kamimura, 1992). Dismounts
are fundamental in daily training of most gymnastics routines, (Perez-Soriano et al., 2010),
especially beam.

The backward somersault dismount skill, distinguished by the requirement for a greater
whole-body moment of inertia in the tucked position (Sanders & Gibson, 2003), may be
considered as a fundamental skill for competitive gymnasts to master. In performing the
backward tucked dismount skill, gymnasts are challenged with two crucial aims. First, the
rotation of the body orientation in ﬂight must be adapted with reduced peripheral vision in
the late stages of the aerial phase, to ensure the feet plant the ground. Second, a safe,
7

aesthetic, and well-executed landing must be achieved (Gervais & Dunn, 2003) to
complete the dismount at a high standard. Dismounts are split into two key phases, flight
and landing.
Landing is of high importance to the success within gymnastic dismounts (Marinšek,
2011), thus making landing an important determinant of the overall score and execution
level within a beam routine/dismount. Judging criteria for landings in gymnastics specify
that gymnasts must land with a single placement of the feet with the centre of mass over
the base of support (Mills et al., 2009).

Federation Internationale de Gymnastique, 1984, described the mechanical goal of a
gymnastics landing as the reduction of the total body vertical, horizontal and angular
momentum at touchdown without moving the feet.

2.2.2 Kinematic Changes Through Different Gymnastic Mats

As seen is section 2.1.2 it is a main concern within gymnastics to see which mat is
deemed the most safe for the performance of dismounts/landings, to decrease the level of
injury. F.I.G mat recommendations for beam dismount landings are for a carpet surface
landing mat which is manufactured from a core of foam layers to provide the rebound and
deflection characteristics, with standard dimensions 3mx2m (Federation Internationale de
Gymnastique, F.I.G., 2013). An important factor within this is looking how the mechanics of
the lower extremities change with different landing mats. It is vital that even within practise
onto different mats the gymnast covers the judging criteria. Any arm swings, legs apart on
landing or falls and steps on landings can deduct 0.10 to 1.00 or more from a gymnasts
overall score (Federation Internationale de Gymnastique, F.I.G., 2013).

To produce a stuck landing the gymnast needs the ability to absorb impact forces at
landing and maintain balance. This is achieved by the movements made during landing,
the position the gymnast is in at touchdown and the properties of the landing mat (Brian et
al., 2001; Pérez et al., 2008). Arampatzis et al., (2002) showed that changing the
properties of the landing mat will initiate a different landing strategy adopted by the
gymnast which will then influence the kinematics at the mid and forefoot. This is supported
by Ozguven and Berme, (1988) who observed a change in landing strategy of less joint
flexion in the lower extremity when landing on less firm surfaces. Major findings came from
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McNitt-Gray et al., (1994) when she conducted a study on different landing strategies used
by gymnasts on different surfaces. It was found that significantly longer landing phase
times, and greater knee and hip flexion were detected between the no mat condition and
the mat conditions. Knee flexion was also significantly greater for landings on the stiff mat
than those on the soft mat. These results indicate that with the presence of a mat, the
gymnast landing mechanics change. This was also the case from a soft to hard mat.
These results showed that landing on different mat conditions changed the landing
strategies which still adhered to the landing parameters set out by the F.I.G code of points
for competition landings (i.e. no excess movement, or excessive flexion causing a deep
squat). ). With the vast knowledge within gymnastic dismounts and landings, gymnasts are
still experiencing overuse injuries linked with landings. This expresses the need for a new
direction of biomechanical research to be developed.

2.3 Mechanical Variability

Mechanical variability is a characteristic within human movement that happens innately
(Kong and Candelaria, 2009). . Movement variability always occurs when biomechanical
demands and actions such as landings are repeated and even the elite athlete cannot
reproduce identical motor patterns (Bartlett, et al., 2007). Variability research is relatively
new within sports biomechanics and has started assessing variability within gate, however
variability within gymnastics and gymnastic landings has not yet been explored.

Movement variability occurs every time we replicate the same movement, changes may be
seen in the repetitive actions, regardless of expertise with the movement (Preatoni et al.,
2013).Sports biomechanists tended to presume that intra-individual variability in movement
patterns was “noise”, and not an imperative issue in measurement (Bartlett et al., 2007).
Clinical research was first to look into variability conducting their studies with participants
with Parkinson’s disease (Hamill, van Emmerik, Heiderscheit and Li, 1999) it suggested
that variability plays a functional role in movement execution, this was then drew into a
sporting context by Van Emmerik and van Wegnen (2000).

Movement variability reflects the inherent functional features of the neuromuscular system
and may contain important information that should not be neglected (Preatoni, E. et al.,
2012). Movement variability was associated with a decrease in performance due to a lack
of consistency (Knudson & Blackwell, 2005; Salo & Grimshaw, 1998). Only recently the
9

insight into variability in sports biomechanics has changed that it now shows to have
positive effects on performance, and has been suggested as a factor contributing to injury
(James, 2004; McLean, Lipfert and van Den Bogert, 2004). James (2004) believed that
variability within repeated actions may play a vital role in preventing overuse injury by
altering the magnitude, direction, rate or frequency of acting forces and creating a larger
distribution of stresses. However Hamill et al., (2000) refutes this suggesting larger
variability may be a response to the alteration to an unfamiliar task.

As research into the association between injury and variability develops, it appears that
variability research within sporting environments is weak. Bartlett, Wheat and Robins,
(2007) believe that this is down to sport biomechanists lack of awareness around the
subject until recently. The understanding in sports biomechanics and landing strategy
variability is relatively sparse. Most variability research has looked into the differences in
landing variability of healthy individuals and individuals with lower extremity injures (Roger
et al., 2000; Brown et al., 2012; Kipp & Palmieri-Smith, 2012). Hamill et al., 1998 published
a key kinematic variability paper looking at the dynamical system approach to lower
extremity running injuries. The paper concluded that individuals with patellofemoral pain
showed reduced variability in the continuous relative phase of the lower extremities then
the subject with no injuries. This research was a major finding within movement variability.
It concluded that individuals with ankle instability and that are injury prone in the lower
extremities have less variability, indicating a relationship between variability and lower
extremity overuse injury (i.e. patellofemoral pain). With the connection made between
variability and overuse injury research can start taking shape in sporting applied settings.

When considering gymnastics, variability research can now take place looking into
mechanical variability of landings in different condition (i.e. mat use). This would expand
the knowledge of gymnastic landings and progress the research on within sports
biomechanics.
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2.4 Methods of Approach
2.4.1 Research Design
The Validity of results from a study include whether the results represent the true response
for the study conditions (Mullineaux et al., 2001). Within a study design that observes the
differences within a group of performers, individual differences can be concealed
(Michaels and Beek, 1996), specifically to the study multiple single-subject design should
be used as they look into the individualised signatures of movement (Bartlett et al., 2007).
When using a multiple single-subject design trial and sample sizes become increasingly
important. Bates et al., (1992) recommended that for a statistical power of 90% trial sizes
of 10, 5 and 3 should be used of samples sizes of 5, 10 and 20, respectively.

2.4.2 Data Collection Issues

Lower extremity mechanic values can be derived from the data obtained from Cartesian
Optoelectronic Dynamic Anthropometer (CODA) motion analysis system and force plate
analysis. For the analysis of kinematic variables within a landing, CODA motion analysis
has been used in many studies, such as that of Gittoes, Irwin and Kerwin (2013) and
McNitt-Gray (2000), demonstrating to be a prevalent method.

The use of force plates to observe kinetic variables has also proved to be a popular
method over time within biomechanics testing with McNitt-Gray (1993) compiling his study
with the use of a force plate along with more recently

Brown, Bowser and Simpson

(2012). Literature around gymnastic landings is highly diverse using both theoretical
simulation modelling studies (Mills et al., 2008; Mills et al., 2009) and laboratory based
studies (Seegmiller and McCaw 2003; McNitt-gray et al., 1993). Using a theoretical
simulation model you have the potential of the study to lack realism to an actual human
performer. Therefore sticking with a laboratory study can gain an improved real life insight
into how the performer’s variability adjusts to the different gymnastic mats.
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2.4.3 Methods of Processing and Analysis

There are three common types of variability, inter-condition, intra- condition and intrasubject. Within the current study main focus will be placed on inter-condition (between
condition) variability as it will consider the differences between the three different types of
mat. Intra-condition (within condition) analysis will also be performed for all three of the
mats; this is to provide a better insight of how the conditions differ and how variable the
mats are irrespectively of another mat.

2.5 Summary

Based on the review of literature it has become apparent that dismounts in gymnastics is
an important area of injury perspective research. However a new contemporary direction
needs to be taken. The aim of this study was investigate the influence different gymnastic
mat materials have on the kinetic, kinematic and variability of the lower extremity
mechanics during gymnastic landing movement. The research objectives were to:
1) Assess the key kinetic and kinematic variables such as peak vertical ground
reaction force and minimum angles across the different mat conditions to see if this
influences overuse injury potential
2) Evaluate the variability of the landing movements across the different mat
conditions to see if this influences overuse injury potential
The study hypothesised that:
1) The softest mat will create more variability within the landings then the other two
mats.
2) The softest mat will hold the optimum force and angles to reduce injury in
landings.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
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3.1 Participants
Three injury-free, female gymnasts from Cardiff Metropolitan University volunteered to
take part in the current study. The mean ± standard deviations (SD) for the subject’s age,
height, and mass were: 20.3±1.53years; 57.3±2.07kg; 159.5±3.09cm respectively. The
participants would be currently training and competing for the university gymnastics team
or for an outside gymnastics squad. The selected participants will have trained the skill to
compete it in past competition(s), and have used it as a progressive skill for more
advanced dismounts, for example round-off back somersault. Through the use of a
participant information sheet (appendix A), a detailed explanation of the test protocol was
disclosed to the athletes before they agreed to take part in the study. Those willing to
participate then gave written informed consent (appendix B) for the study. Ethical approval
was gained from the Cardiff School of Sport Research Ethics Committee (CSSREC)
(appendix C). The research method used a multiple single subject design.

3.2 Protocol
Completed at an earlier date the pilot study which aimed to evaluate and improve the
method used for collection, the outcome of the pilot study was that the mats and marker
set up needed to be changed (appendix D).

The participants were asked to attend the testing session wearing their usual leotards and
shorts. Each participant was firstly asked to perform a warm up of what they would usually
do in training, containing a heart raising activity and stretching. The participants were then
asked to complete a test trial in which they performed a backward tucked somersault off
the beam onto the soft mat, to familiarise themselves to the testing procedure. During the
trial, no data were collected; its purpose was: a) to assess how far the beam had to be to
accommodate the gymnast landing on the force plate and b) to see if all markers were in
view of the scanners during the landing phase on all of the mats.

During the collections participants were required to perform three sets of ten backward
tucked somersault off a standard balance beam (Figure 1) set at 125cm (competition
height) which is measured from the floor to the top of the beam.. Each set required a
different mat to allow the comparison of lower extremity mechanics at landing. Three types
of mats, all FIG approved (appendix E) that are commonly used for practise of the skill and
competition were used that can be categorised as soft mat, medium mat and hard mat. In
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order to eliminate a fatigue factor, the participants were allowed a 5 minute rest between
each mat change. The gymnasts were instructed to perform a well-executed backward
somersault which allowed them to land safely, stable and aesthetic. A successful
trial/dismount was determined by full foot placement on the force place at landing and full
viewing of the markers during landing.

Figure 1: Standard balance beam at competition height (125cm)
3.3 Data Collection
The set-up of the equipment for the data collection session is demonstrated in Figure 2
and 3. Four CODA motion Cx1 units operating at 400Hz (Charnwood Dynamics Ltd.,
Leicestershire, UK) and one Kistler force plate (9287BA, Kistler, Switzerland), operating at
1000Hz were used to obtain kinetic and kinematic data from each trial. After every trial
force profiles from their landings were collected along with the marker positions during the
backward somersault and landing phase. The CODA scanners were positioned to provide
optimum capture of all active markers in the impact/landing phase. Mondo (Mondo,
Warwiskshire, UK) was placed over the Kistler force plate.
Direction of Travel
CODA Motion
Cx1 Unit
Force Plate
Landing Mat

Balance Beam
(0,0,0)
Approx. 5m
Approx. 2m

CODA Motion Cx1 Unit

Figure 2: Set-up of equipment for data collection session
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Figure 3: Photo set-up of equipment for data collection session

Before testing was carried out, it was essential to carry out the CODA alignment
procedure. A central measure was calculated from both sides of the force plate and lasers
were then used to identify the origin of the force plate. CODA markers were used to align
the axis identified by the right-handed global coordinate system. The x-axis was vertical,
the y-axis was the direction of movement/anterior-posterior and the z-axis was mediolateral (Winter, 2009). This alignment of the CODA markers ensured the integration of both
CODA and the force plate, the origin formed a (0,0,0) reference frame.
Ten active CODA markers were placed unilateral for each side of the gymnast’s body,
corresponding to the landmarks outlined in Figure 4 in order to obtain lower-body joint
kinematic profiles. These markers were placed to identify the key joints which face injury
during landings. Markers were placed on both sides of the body to increase the marker
visibility due to different participants favouring weight balance on one side of the body
when landing, therefore loosing the visibility of the MTP marker. Before each participant
started testing a simple protocol was used to evaluate the CODA markers visibility; this
consisted of the gymnast standing on the force plate with the CODA markers placed on
their body. After, each gymnast’s height and mass data measures were taken using a
stadiometer (Holtain, Pembrokeshire, UK) and a set of scales (Seca, Germany) (Appendix
F).
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Anatomical Marker Positions
Marker 1 = Right MTP (Tuberosity of the fifth metatarsal)
Marker 6= Left Temple
Marker 2 = Right Ankle (Lateral malleolus)
Marker 7 = Left Hip (femoral head)
Marker 3 = Right Knee (Lateral femoral condyles)
Marker 8 = Left Knee (Lateral femoral condyles)
Marker 4 = Right Hip (femoral head)
Marker 9 = Left Ankle (Lateral malleolus)
Marker 5 = Right Temple
Marker 10 = Left MTP (Tuberosity of the fifth metatarsal)

Figure 4: A diagram representing the anatomical marker positions
All active markers and marker drive boxes were placed and secured by tape (Figure 5) to
each gymnast by one researcher to ensure consistency of the joint centre identification.

Figure 5: The marker set up on one side of the body for one participant
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Each trial was recorded for ten seconds to ensure full capture of the backward somersault
and landing. Visual monitoring assessed whether the landing was safe and stable and to
assure full foot contact at landing took place on the force plate. A successful trial was
deemed as full foot placement on the force plate at landing and sufficient viewing of
markers at touchdown and landing.

3.4 Data Processing
The 2-Dimensional marker and horizontal and vertical ground reaction force data were
filtered through Winter’s Residual Analysis (2009) using a customised Butterworth filter,
which identified to optimum cut-off frequency as 4Hz (Appendix G). The data set was
normalised to 100 points by linear interpolation this is in correspondence to Lees et al
(2004). The optimum cut-off frequency was decided through residual analysis completed
on the three trials of the left ankle x-displacement during the entire movement for a) one
hard mat landing b) one medium mat landing c) one soft mat landing. These three trials
were selected at random; the entire recording of kinematic movement was used for
analysis, not just the landing phase. Landing was defined as the instant at touchdown to a
stable, steady position. Instant at touchdown was identified as the instant of force less
than 30N but higher then 0N and steady position was when the gymnasts force stayed
constant for over 1 second.
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3.5 Data Analysis
3.5.1 Discrete Variables
The key discrete variables assessed can be seen below in Table one.

Table One: Discrete Variables
Discrete Variable

Description

Minimum joint angles (Hip, knee and ankle)

Joint angles were defined; a graph
was created for each of the joint
angles over time. Angle data was
transfer each into excel, minimum
angles for the multiple trials for each
gymnast was calculated

Peak joint angular velocities in flexion (Hip,

Joint angles were defined; a graph

knee and ankle)

was created for each of the joint
angular velocities over time. Angle
data was transfer each into excel,
minimum angles for the multiple trials
for each gymnast was calculated.

Peak vertical force

Force over time graph in CODA was
constructed; peak vertical force was
the highest point of the graph.

Time to peak force

Force over time graph in CODA was
constructed, time to peak force was
the point of the graph where the force
is below 30N and above 0N before
peak force

Loading rate

Peak vertical force/time to peak force

The variables were selected in conformity to previous studies of the identification of key
variables within injury (McNitt-Gray, 1993; McNitt-Gray et al., 1993; Mills et al., 2009;
Marinsek, 2011). Half of the variables were assed directly through the CODA motion
software, these variables included; minimum joint angle for the hip, knee and ankle and
peak joint angular velocities. Before the data was analysed the marker visibility during
every trial was viewed for each participant, the anatomical side with the best marker
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visibility for each participant was then chosen and the data was analysed from that side of
the body. Participant one – Left side of the body, Participant two – Right side of the body
and Participant three – Left side of the body. Within CODA motion analysis system the
joint angles were calculated by the active markers being defined (i.e MTP, Knee) then the
markers were linked to define the joint angles. Joint angles were defined as follows: MTP
and knee (ankle), ankle and hip (knee) and knee and temple (hip). The other discrete
variables were obtained from the kinetic data, collected from the Kistler force plate; these
variables consisted of peak vertical force and time to peak vertical force. These variables
were used to calculate the loading rate (Peak force divided by the time to peak force).
These values were then exported into Microsoft Excel (Microsoft, USA).
To obtain the mean response for the gymnasts’ trials for each of the discrete variables, an
overall mean for each of the multiple trials for each gymnast was taken for each of the mat
condition. Then the variability for each mat was found for each discrete variable through
the calculation of the coefficient of variation (%) (CV). To calculate the CV, the following
equation was used:
Coefficient of variation (%) = s/x * 100
s= standard deviation
x = mean
The mean was calculated by the overall average of every trial within the group condition
on the specific mat, the standard deviation was calculated in the same way. If the CV
value was less than 10%, the variable was considered to have low variability (Menz et al.,
2004).

3.5.2 Continuous Variables
The continuous variables, angles, vGRF time profile and angular velocities were also
selected based on previous research findings of key injury variables (McNitt-Gray et al.,
1992; McNitt-Gray, 1993). The variables selected were joint angle (knee, hip, and ankle)
profiles, joint angular velocity profiles and landing phase time. The data was firstly selected
from CODA motion analysis system then exported into a Microsoft Excel document. When
exported to Excel the data was normalised to time and 100 data points were selected. The
mean was taken for the multiple trials for each of the gymnast on each mat condition. The
Root Mean Squared Difference (RMSD) was calculated between the overall averages of
each different mat to examine the variability of the continuous data. All graph outputs were
obtained in Excel spreadsheet
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3.5.3 Statistics
After analysis was completed a normality test (Shapiro Wilk) on all of the discrete data was
carried out in the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences software (SPSS inc, 17.0,
Chicago, IL). This was in order to state whether the use of a parametric or a nonparametric
test should be used to test the significance of the data. The findings of the Shapiro-Wilk
test showed the data was non-normal (P<0.05) thus the non-parametric Friedman test was
carried out on the discrete data.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
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4.1 Discrete Variables
4.1.1 Ground Reaction Forces

As illustrated in Figure 6, the hard mat produced a greater peak vertical ground reaction
force (vGRF) than the medium and soft mat, the difference between peak vGRF in mat
hard and soft 35.85% and medium and soft 32%, showing the biggest difference in vGRF
between hard and soft mat, significant difference was found between the hard and soft mat
and the medium and soft mat (P<0.05). Participant one and two showed individual
differences compared to the group. They showed the peak vGRF on the medium mat was
largest followed by the hard then soft, where as the group showed the highest vGRF on
the hard mat followed by the medium then soft mat. Figure 7 showed time to peak vGRF
was greater in the medium mat than the hard and soft mat. All mat conditions showed a
significant difference (p≤0.05). Time to peak vGRF was similar for each participant
compared to group data showing a longer time to reach peak vGRF in the medium mat,
followed by the soft mat then hard mat, however participant 1 showed a slight difference in
the soft and medium mat taking the same time to reach the peak at 0.057s. Peak loading
rate is shown in Figure 8. It shows a significant difference between hard and medium mat
and hard and soft mat (P<0.05). The peak loading rate was greater in the hard mat
condition for every participant and the group and showed a 36.61% and 54.83% group
difference between the hard mat compared to medium and soft mat respectively.
Participant three showed a slight difference from the other participants and group data
between the medium and soft mat. They showed a larger loading rate in the soft mat then
the medium mat (7.26% increase) compared to the group data which showed a smaller
loading rate in the soft mat then the medium mat (40.34% decrease).
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6.0

**
***

vGRF (BW)

5.0
4.0
Hard Mat

3.0

Medium Mat

2.0

Soft Mat

1.0
0.0
Participant 1

Paticipant 2

Participant 3

Group

Participants

Figure 6 – Peak vGRF for each mat condition shown for each participant and the overall
group. ** Significant difference between hard mat and soft mat at the group level (P<0.05).
*** Significant difference between medium and soft mat at the group level (P<0.05).
0.100
0.090

*
**
***

0.080

Time (s)

0.070
0.060
0.050

Hard Mat

0.040

Medium Mat

0.030

Soft Mat

0.020
0.010
0.000
Participant 1

Paticipant 2

Participant 3

Group

Participants

Figure 7 – Time to peak vGRF shown under each mat condition for each participant and
overall group. * Significant difference between hard and medium mat at the group level
(P<0.05). ** Significant difference between hard and soft mat at the group level (P≤0.05).
*** Significant difference between medium and soft mat at the group level (P<0.05).
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160.0

Loading Rate (BW/s)

140.0

*
**

120.0
100.0
80.0

Hard Mat

60.0

Medium Mat

40.0

Soft Mat

20.0
0.0
Participant 1

Paticipant 2

Participant 3

Group

Participants

Figure 8 – Peak loading rate shown for each participant and overall group data under each
mat condition. * Significant difference between hard mat and medium mat at the group
level (P<0.05). ** Significant difference between hard mat and soft mat at the group level
(P<0.05).

4.1.2 Kinematic Data

Figure 9, 10 and 11 shows the minimum flexion-extension angles for the ankle, knee and
hip during the landing phase respectively. The ankle angle was greatest under the hard
mat condition (78.27°) then the soft mat (75.30°) and medium mat (54.81°). The ankle
angle showed significant difference across the medium and soft mat (P<0.05). The knee
angle showed no significant differences between the mat conditions (P<0.05). The
participants overall pattern differed to the overall group except participant one. The group
and participant one showed a smaller angle on the medium mat followed by the hard then
soft mat where-as participant two who showed a smaller angle on the medium followed by
the soft then hard mat and finally participant three differed from the group with the smallest
angle being shown on the soft mat followed by the medium then hard mat. Figure 11
showed the minimum hip angle in the landing phase, significant differences were found
between landing on the hard mat compared to the medium mat and the medium mat
compared to the soft mat (P<0.05). Figure 11 also showed that the hip angle was greatest
in the medium mat compared to the hard and soft with differences of 8.87% and 9.79%
respectively. Only participant one showed a different minimum hip angle pattern compared
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to the other participants and overall group. Participant one’s hip angle was greatest on the
soft mat (93.08°) when compared to the medium mat (83.85°) and hard mat (80.14°).

80.00
70.00

Angle (deg)

60.00
50.00
40.00

Hard Mat

30.00

Medium Mat

20.00

Soft Mat

10.00
0.00
Participant 1

Paticipant 2

Participant 3

Group

Participants

Figure 9 – Minimum ankle angle in the landing phase shown for each participant and as a
overall group under all mat conditions. *** Significant difference between the medium and
soft mat at the group level (P<0.05).

130.00
110.00

Angle (deg)

90.00
70.00

Hard Mat

50.00

Medium Mat
Soft Mat

30.00
10.00
-10.00Participant 1 Paticipant 2 Participant 3
Participants

Group

Figure 10 - Minimum knee angle in the landing phase shown for each participant and as a
overall group under all mat conditions.
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100.00
90.00
80.00
Angle (deg)

70.00
60.00
50.00

Hard Mat

40.00

Medium Mat

30.00

Soft Mat

20.00
10.00
0.00
Participant 1

Paticipant 2

Participant 3

Group

Participants

Figure 11 – Minimum hip angle in the landing phase shown for each participant and as a
overall group under all mat conditions.* Significant difference between the hard and
medium mat at the group level (P<0.05). *** Significant difference between the medium
and soft mat at the group level (P<0.05).

Figure 12, 13 and 14 show the peak angular velocities through flexion at the ankle, knee
and hip respectively. The negative values show the joint in flexion, where-as they would be
positive if the joint was in extension. The peak ankle angular velocity showed no significant
difference was found between all mat conditions (P<0.05). Every participant bar participant
three showed a different pattern when compared to the overall group. Participant one
showed a difference between the hard and soft mat, where the hard mat produced the
lowest angular ankle velocity (-185.45°/s) and the hard mat exhibited the largest angular
ankle velocity (-419.89°/s). Where-as participant two showed a difference within the soft
mat, where the ankle angular velocity was largest (-577.68°/s), this shows individual
responses to peak angular velocity. Figure 13 displayed the peak angular velocity within
the knee joint. No significant difference was found between all the mat conditions (P<0.05).
Participant one displayed a different pattern with the knee angular velocity being greatest
under the medium mat condition (-250.56°/s). The peak hip angular velocity showed
similar patterns to the ankle and knee angular velocity showing no significant difference
between any of the mat conditions (P<0.05). All participants showed a different pattern
within the peak angular velocity at the hip when compared to the overall mean data.
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Maximum angular velocity in flexion
(deg/s)
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0
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Group
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Hard Mat
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-700
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Figure 12 – Peak ankle angular velocity in the landing phase shown for each participant
and as an overall group under all mat conditions.

Maximum angular velocity in flexion
(deg/s)

Participant 1 Paticipant 2 Participant 3
0.00

Group

-100.00
-200.00

Hard Mat

-300.00

Medium Mat
Soft Mat

-400.00
-500.00
-600.00

Particpants

Figure 13 – Peak knee angular velocity in the landing phase shown for each participant
and as an overall group under all mat conditions.
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Maximum angular velocity in flexion
(deg/s)

Participant 1 Paticipant 2 Participant 3

Group

-25.00

-75.00

Hard Mat
Medium Mat

-125.00

Soft Mat

-175.00

-225.00

Participants

Figure 14 – Peak hip angular velocity in the landing phase shown for each participant and
as an overall group under all mat conditions.

4.2 Continuous Data
4.2.1 Continuous Kinetic Phase Time Profiles
Figure 15 illustrates the vGRF-time profile for the landing phase onto the hard, medium
and soft mat conditions. As seen from the graph, there was a tendency for the hard mat
condition to produce higher levels of peak VGRF just after touchdown (0%-20%) when
compared to the medium and soft mat condition. The vGRF-time profile for the hard mat
condition differed largely when compared with the soft mat condition which can be seen in
the graph and also coincides with table two with a RMSD value of 9.58%.
6
5

vGRF (BW)

4
3
2
1
0
0
-1
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120

Time (%)

Figure 15 – A force-time graph demonstrating the vertical ground reaction force profile for
the hard, medium and soft landing mat conditions.
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4.2.2 Continuous Flexion-Extension Joint Kinematics
Figure 16, 17 and 18 represent the continuous time profiles for the ankle, knee and hip
angles. A decrease in the curves represents flexion and an increase in the curve
represents extension. All the curves represented in figure 16 initially show a sudden
decrease in the ankle angle, followed by an increase and slight fluctuations before the
curve comes to a plateau. At touchdown (0%) the ankle angle seems to be consistent
throughout all landing mat conditions. The standard deviations for all mats are wider
distributed to the actual angles created, suggesting variability within the landings is
present. It is recognised that the standard deviations become wider apart and the point
where the ankle angle reaches its minimum.

Figure 17 conveys the knee angle throughout the landing phase. All curves show a
decrease after touchdown followed by a steady increase. The curves for each of the mat
conditions have a similar distribution which shows little variability between the knee angle
curves during landing.

The hip angle shown in Figure 18 shows a slight altered pattern for the hard mat. The hip
angle decrease straight after touchdown (0%) and then increases until coming to a slight
plateau. Where-as the hip angles on the medium and soft mat increase slight straight after
touchdown then decrease before increasing again and coming to a slight plateau. This
suggests that on the medium and soft mat the participant is still extending from the tucked
somersault position when hitting the mat before then adjusting to land without steps.
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Figure 16 - The flexion-extension ankle angles throughout landing phase for each mat
condition.
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Figure 17 – The flexion-extension knee angles throughout the landing phase for each mat
condition.
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Figure 18 – The flexion-extension hip angles throughout the landing phase for each mat
condition.

The graphs presented in figure 19, 20 and 21 show the continuous time profiles for the
angular velocity of the ankle, knee and hip. The positive values show the joint extending
and the negative values the joint in flexion. Figure 19 shows the continuous time profile for
the angular velocity of the ankle. This mat condition can be recognised to attribute less
variation then the other mat conditions due to the smaller distributed standard deviations
compared with the actual angular velocity curve. Each mat condition produced a similar
pattern, where the angular velocity shows multiple actue extension and flexion
movements. Figure 20 shows the angular velocity pattern across the knee joint while
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landing on the different mat conditions. The hard mat condition produces the largest
angular velocity in flexion at approximately -180°/s. It also produces the largest angular
velocity in extension at approximately 80°/s. This suggests the knee when landing on the
hard mat goes through the largest range of motion and just after touchdown (0%). The
variation within the curves all differ, suggesting different angular velocity patterns on each
of the different mat conditions. Within the mat conditions the standard deviation lines are
widely distributed, suggesting high variability within the landings on the mats. The angular
velocity across the hip joint is shown in figure 21. Each curve presents the same pattern of
movement within the angular velocity of the hip. The hard mat produces the largest
angular velocity in flexion, however the medium mat produces the largest angular velocity
in extension at touchdown.
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Figure 19 - The angular velocity across the ankle joint throughout the landing phase for
each mat condition.
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Figure 20 - The angular velocity across the knee joint throughout the landing phase for
each mat condition.
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Figure 21 – The angular velocity across the hip joint throughout the landing phase for each
mat condition.

4.3 Mechanical Variability
Variability calculated is only for the group response the individual data has been ignored,
due to the aim being to look into the differences of the mats as a whole and not the
individual differences.
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4.3.1 Discrete Variability

Table two summarises the groups landing variability onto the different landing surfaces.
Within the kinetic variables, time to peak presented low variability throughout each mat
condition, 8.8% for the soft mat, 7.9% for the medium mat and 5.1% for the hard mat.
Peak vGRF and loading rate both showed the same pattern within the CV value. The soft
mat showed the lowest variability followed by the hard mat and the highest variability being
shown on the medium mat landings. There was no noticeable trend when considering the
variability change in angle variability on each of the mats. Minimum angle of the hip and
ankle however displays low variability while landing on the hard mat condition, showing a
CV level of 9.6% and 8.1% respectively. All of the peak angular velocities display high
variability being above 10% on each mat condition.
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Table two - The mean ± standard deviation and coefficient of variation values of discrete
mechanical measures for hard mat, medium mat and soft mat landing conditions at the
group level where N=30 for each condition. Coefficient of variation = Group intra-condition
differences.
Soft Mat
Mean±SD

Peak

Coefficient

Medium Mat
Mean±SD

Coefficient

Hard Mat
Mean±SD

Coefficient

of

of

of Variation

Variation

Variation

(CV) %

(CV) %

(CV) %

3.37±0.29

8.6

4.99±0.78

15.7

5.27±0.58

10.9

0.06±0.01

8.8

0.07±0.01

7.9

0.05±0.002

5.1

53.3±5.11

9.6

74.8±12.01

16.1

118.0±11.8

10.0

vGRF
(BW)
Time to
Peak (s)
Loading
Rate

2

(BW/s)
Minimum

75.30±23.05

30.6

62.9±24.35

38.7

ϴ Ankle

78.27

8.1

±15.54

(°)
Minimum

107.81

ϴ Knee

±25.09

23.3

96.23

43.8

105.32

±42.16

±15.54

14.8

(°)
Minimum

82.51±10.75

13.0

91.46±12.09 13.2

83.35±7.97

9.6

Peak ɷ

-430.56±

48.0

-555.83±

-568.71

68.1

Ankle

206.68

ϴ Hip (°)
62.8

349.33

±387.55

(°/s)
Peak ɷ

-191.41

Knee

±86.08

45.0

-231.82

64.3

±149.02

-301.2

51.2

±154.14

(°/s)
Peak ɷ

-88.18

Hip (°/s)

±64.80

73.5

-88.61
±60.47
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68.2

-123.9
±61.11

49.3

Note. SD = Standard Deviation, vGRF = Vertical ground reaction force, BW = Body
Weights, ɷ = Angular Velocity, ϴ = Angle, ° = Degree.

4.3.2 Continuous Variability

RMSD was used to present the overall group variability this was used to assess the
differences between one mat condition compared to the other mat condition. Table three
summarises the RMSD between each of the mats. The RMSD for the vGRF time profiles
was lowest between the hard and medium mat (5.76%) suggesting a similar vGRF profile.
Comparing the hard mat and soft mat there was the largest (9.58%) difference between
the vGRF profiles however this value is still small and suggests little variability between the
mats. This is also shown in Figure 6 with a 5.66% difference between the peak vGRF for
the hard and medium mat and a 35.85% difference between hard and soft mat.
The RMSD for the angle profiles were high overall showing different patterns within the
angle profiles for each of the mat conditions. The hip angle change is large when landing
on the hard mat compared to the medium mat (24.97%) and the medium mat compared to
the soft mat (19.78%). The ankle angle showed high RMSD values when comparing the
minimum ankle angle across the different mats, the largest difference being between the
minimum ankle angle on the medium mat compared to the soft mat (20.22%). This is also
represented in Figure 12 where the minimum ankle angle difference is largest between the
medium and soft mat (29.18%).

RMSD for the peak angular velocity occurring at the ankle are relatively similar between
the hard mat compared to the medium and soft 12.05% and 11.84% respectively. Between
the medium and soft mat there was little change within the peak angular velocity at the
ankle (7%). This was similar when looking at the peak angular velocity at the knee with a
small difference of 9.27% between the medium and soft mat. The peak angular velocity at
the hip showed high differences between all the mats. The largest difference of peak
angular velocity at the hip was between the hard mat and soft at a value of 25.33%.
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Table three - The RMSD values of continuous mechanical measures for hard mat, medium
mat and soft mat landing conditions
Hard mat versus

Hard mat versus

Medium mat versus

Medium mat

Soft mat

Soft Mat

RMSD (%)

RMSD (%)

RMSD(%)

5.76

9.58

8.15

Minimum ϴ Ankle (°)

19.19

16.72

20.22

Minimum ϴ Knee (°)

24.97

11.59

19.78

Minimum ϴ Hip (°)

12.50

6.53

16.71

Peak ɷ Ankle (°/s)

12.05

11.84

7.00

Peak ɷ Knee (°/s)

15.49

19.20

9.27

Peak ɷ Hip (°/s)

13.56

25.33

18.64

vGRF Time Profile
(BW)
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION
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5.0 Discussion

The aim of this study was to investigate the influence different gymnastic mat materials
have on the kinetic, kinematic and variability of the lower extremity mechanics during
gymnastic landing movement. In order to address the study aim, kinematic and kinetic
variables of the gymnastics were firstly examined, followed by an assessment of
mechanical variability; this was completed for all of the mat conditions. The objectives
were to assess the key kinetic and kinematic variables across the different mat conditions
to see if this influences overuse injury potential and to evaluate the variability of the
landing movements across the different mat conditions to see if this influences overuse
injury potential.

5.1 Kinetic-Kinematic Responses

It was hypothesised that the softest mat will hold the optimum force and angles to reduce
injury in landings. To address this, the first objective of this study was to understand how
the key kinetic and kinematic variables of the gymnastic landing changes across the mat
conditions. Peak vertical ground reaction force for the group was greater in the hard mat
(5.1BW) and lowest in the soft mat landing (3.37BW). There were significant differences
between the hard and soft mat and the medium and soft mat condition (P<0.05). Mills et
al., (2010) also found that increasing the dampness in the mat lowered the external ground
reaction forces. McNitt-Gray et al.,(1993) agreed on this finding significant differences
between the hard and soft mat’s peak vertical force. However a study by Arampatzis et
al.,(2002) found no significant difference in peak vertical forces between the three types of
mats. Ground reaction force is a display of the amount of stress on the human system (i.e.
lower extremities) during ground contact (McClay et al., 1994). Therefore, with the soft mat
having significantly lower peak vertical ground reaction force when compared to the hard
and medium mat, it can be assumed that the lower extremities of the body are put through
less stress. Vertical ground reaction force during landing can be modified by either
technique used and/or the properties of the mat, as shown by the result of this study with a
35.85% reduction between the hard and soft mat.

When examining the minimum angles of the ankle knee and hip across the different mats,
no significant differences were found across the knee joints, this suggested that overall the
gymnasts elicited their hip and ankle angles to suffice the landing parameters. Significant
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differences were found on the minimum hip angle when comparing to the landings on the
hard and medium mat and the medium and soft mat. These results conflict to McNitt-Gray
et al., (1993) who found that significantly smaller knee angles were found when landing on
the harder mat, and no significant differences were found across the hip angles across the
two mat conditions. The minimum angle at the hip on the soft mat was shown to have the
lowest minimum angle value at 82.51°. This suggests that when landing on the soft mat
the hip angle goes through the largest range of flexion when compared to the medium mat
condition. This suggests that the overall landing strategy used was to decrease the hip
angle when landing on the soft mat condition in order to control the amount of peak vertical
ground reaction force experienced. One possible explanation for this change in the hip
angle is that it will influence the moment arm of the external vertical ground reaction force
and of the ligaments and muscles, thus changing the loading experienced by the lower
extremities (Dixon et al., 2005).

Many studies (Lees 1981; Dufek and Bates, 1990; Irvine et al., 1992) also found that the
landing strategies that favoured greater degrees of joint flexion at a specific lower
extremity joint created a reduced peak vertical reaction force. Myers et al., (2011) found
that stiff landings, which can be defined as lower joint flexion angles, causes significantly
greater peak ground reaction forces. This is agreed upon within the study’s results which
showed a significantly greater peak vertical ground reaction force on the medium mat
compared to the soft mat which may be due to the significantly increased hip angle
experienced on the medium mat when compared to the soft. Therefore the increased joint
flexion angles at the hip on the soft mat can cause the peak ground reaction force to
decrease which could reduce the overuse injury potential. Shock attenuation could
mechanical explain the increased hip flexion and decreased peak ground reaction forces.
Shock attenuation is accomplished by reactive structures (i.e. Hip joint) absorbing the
impact energy by activating movement (i.e. increasing flexion). With the conflicting results
around the minimum knee and hip angles this study brings about new knowledge of group
responses onto different landing mats. It suggests that overall landing strategies change
gymnast to gymnast and they can adapt a specific joint angle allowing an effective landing
strategy for the individual which allows satisfaction of the landing constraints and
decreases the forces experienced.

The significant difference seen in Figure 9 of the minimum ankle angle between the
medium and soft mat, shows a decrease in flexion as the mat hardness decreases from
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medium to soft. The individual responses shown in figure 9 also allay the same pattern of
a decrease in flexion on the soft mat. Therefore this suggests that the kinematic landing
strategy for landing on a soft mat is a reduction in flexion at the ankle joint. This is
supported by Ozguven and Berme, (1988); McNitt-Gray et al., (1993) and McNitt-Gray et
al., (1994) who observed less joint flexion in the lower extremity when landing on less firm
surfaces. Robbins and Waked (1997) also found that landing on soft surfaces causes the
participant to decrease the flexion of the lower extremities. This may be due to the
participants’ perception of the damping of the mat and assumed the mat would attenuate
the force.

As the mat softness increases so does the instability of the ankle joint (Arampatzis et al.,
2002; Perez et al., 2008). This instability of the ankle joint may cause ankle sprains after a
prolonged time. Therefore softer mats may not always be the safest option because of the
decreased peak vGRF due to the instability properties it contains. Looking at the flexionextension angles for the ankle alone isn’t sufficient. Future directions can look into the
different movement planes of the lower extremity joint (i.e. eversion-inversion) when
looking into landing on different mat materials to give a wider insight of the kinematic
movement that occur and how they affect injury.

An examination of the minimum angles of the knee did not bring about significant
difference. However when looking into the individual responses of the knee joint angle they
are all greatly extended (>90°) just after touchdown. Devita and Skelly (1992) defined a
stiff knee landing as the maximum knee flexion angle over 90°. This result may be an
effect of the experience of the gymnast who knows any extraneous segment motion will
result in a reduction of performance score (FIG, 2013). Therefore, it should be noted that
the findings from the current study are relative to a small sample size and a specific
population who have great familiarity with the backward tucked somersault dismount and
the required landing needed to satisfy a ‘stuck’ landing this has also been found by
(McNitt-Gray et al., 1993). An explanation for the observed stiffer knee angles was put
forward by McNitt-Gray (1993) who stated that decreased knee joint flexion angles
suggest the gymnast is aware of a specific landing procedure which permits greater ability
to accommodate for any unexpected events in which they can then accommodate with
more flexion at the knee. These decreased knee joint flexion angles observed across all of
the mats for each individual landing response could contribute to an increase in injury
potential of overuse knee injuries upon landings at each mat condition.
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In conjunction with these stiff knee angles and changes in the minimum hip angle the
mats’ energy absorption rates may have a part to play in these decreased peak vertical
ground reaction forces. Many studies have found that the more elastic deformation a mat
has, the better capabilities of reducing the rate of loading (Mills et al., 2006; Perez-Soriano
et al., 2010). Rate of loading was shown to be significantly decreased between the hard
and medium mat and hard and soft mat (P<0.05). Therefore rate of loading was
significantly smaller in the medium and soft mats when compared to the hard mat
condition, this may be due to the increased elastic deformation the medium and soft mat
may exhibit. This study didn’t measure the mats characteristics and most importantly the
shock absorption of the mat. Future directions could take place in the form of not only
testing the participant’s kinetic and kinematic variables on the mats but also test the mats
capacity for shock absorption and elastic deformation, this would help to conclude why the
soft mat and medium mat produces a decrease rate of loading, and why the soft mat
demonstrates significantly lower peak vertical ground reaction forces.

5.2 Mechanical Variability

It was hypothesised that the softest mat will create more variability within the landings then
the other two mats. To address this, the second objective was to assess the variability of
the landing movements across the different mat conditions to see if this influences overuse
injury potential. When looking into the variability of the kinetic and kinematic values it is
important to understand that if the CV value was less than 10%, the variable was
considered to have low variability (Menz et al., 2004). A contemporary dynamical systems
perspective suggests that in the execution of athletic task movement variability is set to
have a practical role (Hamill et al.,1999; van Emmerik et al., 2005). However due to the set
landing parameters by F.I.G, a stable kinematic response across all mats was expected.

When looking into the CV for the specific mats for the minimum angles most were above
10%. However the knee angle and hip angle on the hard mat showed to have low
variability at 8.1% and 9.6% respectively. This suggests that the hard mat produces lower
variability within the joint angles when compared to the soft and medium mat. This lower
variability can be a possibility of higher overuse injury potential, due to invariable patterns
on stress distribution which could lead to the collapse of lower extremity structures (Pollard
et al., 2005). Though, Mclean et al., (2005) contradicted this in suggesting that reduced
variability is innate with greater experience. This study has contradicted this statement due
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to high variability level found within the medium and soft mat with greater experienced
gymnasts.

This greater level of variability found within the soft and medium mat may be beneficial to
the potential for overuse injury. However, it has been suggested that larger variability may
be a response to the alteration to an unfamiliar task (Hamill et al., 2000). This may be true
within the present study as gymnasts utilize the use of harder mats to prepare for true
competition requirements, therefore landing on the softer mats have brought about
unfamiliarity and change within the landing strategies. Therefore it would be beneficial for
a compensation period in where the gymnasts used the softer mats for landings within
practise to become familiar with the landing properties.

Within the kinetic variables the variability within the soft landing mat conditions were the
lowest at 8.6% for peak vGRF and 9.6% for the loading rate. The medium mat produced
higher variability within the kinetics of the landing at 15.7 % for peak vGRF and 16.1% for
the loading rate. These variations on the medium mat are set to be functional and healthy
(Hamill et al., 2012) and can demonstrate reduction in overuse injuries of the lower
extremities (James, 2004). Within the soft mat and the reduction in variability across the
kinetic variables it is said to cause the forces to distribute across a small surface area
which can then result in possible overuse injuries to the lower extremities (Hamill et al.,
2012). As no variability research has been examined in the gymnastic field, this has added
to the knowledge of the variability patterns in relation to gymnastic landings on different
mat conditions.

From an injury perspective it has been previously stated that through the research of
individuals with ankle instability and that are injury prone, the lower extremities have less
variability, indicating a relationship between variability and overuse injury (Roger et al.,
2000; Brown et al., 2012; Kipp & Palmieri-Smith, 2012). Therefore with the medium mat
having highest variability within the kinematic and kinetic variables while still satisfying the
landing parameters can hold the highest potential for decreasing overuse injury potential.
However more in-depth future research would be necessary to accept this hypothesis.
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6.0 Conclusion
The study found that the key kinetic variables were in the safest parameters on the softest
mat condition, and the kinematic variables displayed an optimum landing strategy on the
soft mat with reduced flexion of the ankle and increased flexion to the hip. The study also
found the variability across the mats were relatively high except when looking at force
variables for the soft mat and the minimum angles variability for the hard mat, This
suggested the medium mat has the optimum variability parameters for gymnastic landings.
The study was set to look into the basic kinematic, kinetic and variability variables and
didn’t look into the mat characteristics, therefore it would be beneficial to widen the scope
of the kinematic variables (i.e. different movement planes) and mechanically test the mat
characteristics. The study does posses limitations however it does confirm at the basic
levels that variability was highest within the medium mat and the kinetic and kinematic
variables were in the safest parameters within the softest mat which could lead to a
decrease in the overuse injury potential. Therefore effort for gymnast’s and their coaches
should take future direction of using a medium to soft mat for landing when in practise.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX A
A participant information sheet given to each gymnast to inform them on what the
study entails

A

Cardiff School of Sport Ethics Committee
Research Participant Information Sheet
Project Title: The variability of lower extremity mechanics in gymnastic landings on
different mat materials.
The purpose of this document is to assist you in making an informed decision about
whether you wish to be included in the study, and to help with the research required.

1) Background and aims of the research
There has been little research into variability in gymnastic landings. This study will
examine the variability of lower extremity mechanics in gymnastics landings on 3 different
mats. This research will be focusing on Kinematic (movement patters) and Kinetics
(forces) variables and how they vary between three different mats. This will show the
optimum mat to use to decrease injury potential, as low variability has been linked to
overuse injury.

2) My role as the researcher:
The project involves me (Ella Taylor), the researcher to conduct a motion and force
analysis from a gymnastics beam landing, for each mat.
3) Your role as a participant:
Your role is to complete five backward tucked somersaults on each of the three different
mats (fifteen overall). You will be expected to land onto a mat covered force plate and
have CODA markers attached to the relevant joints. The results will then be analysed to
see the variability of the lower limb mechanics. As a participant you can withdraw from this
study without question whenever you want to.
4) Benefits of taking part:
The information obtained from this study will allow a better insight into how lower limb
mechanics vary from a soft, medium and hard mat. From this study I will aim to understand
how the variability contributes to injury, and which mat can therefore be distinguished as
the safest/ has the least injury potential when used. I will be happy to share this
information to any of the participants. I can provide you with your own variability scores for
each variable observed.

5) How data will be collected:
The kinematics data will be collected using CODA markers places on the relevant areas to
give coordinate data for the hip, knee and ankle. The kinetic data will be collected by using
a force plate underneath each mat to record the impact and balance phase of each
landing.

A-1

6) How the data / research will be used:
If you agree to be a voluntary participant, you will allow me to use your results and see
how the variability in your lower extremity mechanics change from mat to mat and then
compare your results with other participants. This will allow me to see if which mat should
be used frequently within gymnastics practice to lower injury potential. Your personal data
will remain anonymous and will not be reported alone.

Your rights
Your right as a voluntary participant is that you are free to enter or withdraw from the study
at any time. This simply means that you are in full control of the part you play in informing
the research, and what anonymous information is used in its final reporting.

Protection to privacy
As you can see, everyone working on the study will respect your privacy. We have taken
very careful steps to make sure that you cannot be identified from any of the information
that we have about you.
All the information about you will be stored securely away from the consent and assent
forms. At the end of the evaluation study we will destroy the information we have gathered
about you. We will only keep the consent and assent forms with your name and address.
We keep these for ten years because we are required to do so by UWIC.
Contact
If you require any further details, or have any outstanding queries, feel free to contact me
on the details printed below.

Miss Ella Nicole Taylor
Email: ST20005365@outlook.cardiffmet.ac.uk
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APPENDIX B
A participants informed consent form which they sign before they take part in the
study

B

CARDIFF METROPOLITAN
INFORMED CONSENT FORM
CSS Reference No:
Title of Project: The variability in lower extremity mechanics in gymnastic landings on different mat materials
Name of Researcher: Ella Nicole Taylor
Participant to complete this section:

Please initial each box.

1. I confirm that I have read and understand the information sheet dated ……….......
for this human study. I have had the opportunity to consider the information,
ask questions and have had these answered satisfactorily.
2. I understand that my participation is voluntary and that it is possible to stop taking part at any time,
without giving a reason.
3. I also understand that if this happens, our relationships with the
Cardiff Metropolitan University, or our legal rights will not be affected
4. I understand that information from the study may be used for
reporting purposes, but I will not be identified.
5. I agree to take part in this study on........................
__________________________________
Name of Participant
________________________________________________
Signature of Participant

___________________
Date

________________________________________________
Name of person taking consent

___________________
Date

________________________________________________
Signature of person taking consent
* When completed, one copy for participant and one copy for researcher’s file
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APPENDIX C
ETHICS APPROVAL LETTER

C
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APPENDIX D
Details of the pilot study

D

The purpose of the pilot study was to be made apparent of any faults within the data
collection procedure; thus the aim of the pilot study is to evaluate and improve the method
used for collection. One participant was used within the pilot study who also partook in the
actual data collection, hence satisfying all the conditions set out (age, experience, injury
free). The pilot study took place in the National Indoor Athletics Centre at Cardiff
Metropolitan University over a two hour slot. The pilot study made apparent of two main
changes, mat use and CODA set-up. Firstly the mats used at first were too soft which
caused increased damping and lost the marker visibility. This was modified by using a
harder mat on top to decrease damping and increasing marker visibility. Another key
modification was changing from two to four CODA motion Cx1 units, increasing the
number of units also meant adding more markers. Markers originally were on one side of
the body, MTP, ankle, knee, hip and temple this was then extended to the other side of the
body in the same layout. Running through the full data collection procedure allowed time
analysis to be recognised and how much time each participant would be needed for in the
actual data collection.
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APPENDIX E
Mat information used in data collection

E

Mat Specification
Hard mat – Carpet Surface competition landing mat. The mat has a core of foam layers.
Standard dimensions: 3m x 2m.
Medium mat - Carpet Surface competition landing mat. The mat has a core of foam layers.
Standard dimensions: 3m x 2m, with a soft complimentary landing mat over the top. This
mat is 100mm thick absorbent foam with a PVC cover, Dimensions 2m x 2m.
Soft Mat – Safety crash mat. The mat has a combustion modified foam core with the
dimensions of 1.8m x 1.2m x 100mm, with a soft complimentary landing mat over the top.
This mat is 100mm thick absorbent foam with a PVC cover, Dimensions 2m x 2m.
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APPENDIX F
Each gymnast’s anthropometric data measures

F

Participant

Age (years)

Mass (kg)

Height (cm)

1

22

55.4

157.3

2

20

57.0

153.4

3

19

59.5

167.7

Mean

20.3

57.3

159.5

Standard

1.53

2.07

3.09

Deviation
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APPENDIX G
WINTERS RESIDUAL ANALYSIS
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.
Participant 1 hard mat

4.1

Participant 2 medium mat

5.0

Participant 3 soft mat

3.9

Average

4.3

This table shows the average cut off frequency and 4Hz was found as the cut-off point to
filter the data.
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